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Abstract
The security of the cryptographic device may be compromised if the FSM of the system is not properly protected
[1]. FSM protection architectures based on linear codes
cannot provide a guaranteed level of protection under the
assumption of a strong attack model. In this paper, we propose secure FSM architectures based on the idea of randomly selecting one code from a set of codes for each encoding and decoding operation. Assuming that the attacker
is able to inject specific error patterns, randomly selecting
one code from L codes as described in the paper can reduce the chance for the attacker to conduct a successful attack by a factor of L. The proposed techniques can achieve
much higher security level than architectures based on linear codes with reasonable hardware overhead for cryptography applications (120% − 130% for the protection of the
FSM for the Montgomery ladder algorithm).

1

Introduction

The security of the cryptosystems is threatened by sidechannel attacks such as timing analysis attacks [2], power
analysis attacks [3] and fault injection attacks [4]. Unlike
other forms of side-channel attacks, fault based attacks are
often active and hence adaptive. The adaptive nature combined with the vast arsenal of fault injection methods and
techniques available to an attacker makes fault injection attacks one of the most powerful side-channel attacks and
provides a big challenge for the design of cryptographic devices.
Most of the current research on protecting cryptographic
devices against fault injection attacks target at the data path
of the system. Concurrent error detection (CED) techniques, for example, are often used to verify the data integrity at the output of the cryptosystems for the purpose
of detecting maliciously introduced errors [5, 6, 7]. On the
contrary, few papers have been published on protecting the
control circuit (e.g. FSM, pipeline) of the device. In a recent work [1], the author showed that by injecting faults

into the FSM of the cryptographic device implementing the
Montgomery ladder algorithm, the attacker can still reveal
the secret key of the system even if the data path is properly
protected. Thereby, the security of the FSMs should also be
considered when designing cryptosystems resistant to fault
injection attacks.
The design of reliable FSM architectures tolerant to naturally introduced errors (e.g. soft errors) are well studied in
the community [8, 9, 10]. Most of these reliable FSM architectures are based on linear codes (e.g. TMR, parity prediction) and assume a specific error model where errors with
small multiplicities are more probable. They cannot provide a guaranteed level of protection against fault injection
attacks under strong attack models since errors introduced
by an attacker can be unpredictable.
In [6, 11, 12], robust codes that can provide equal protection against all error patterns are proposed as an alternative
to linear codes for the protection of cryptographic devices
against fault injection attacks. However, the advantage of
robust codes lies on the assumption that all codewords are
equi-probable. For FSMs only some of the codewords correspond to valid states. Moreover, in most of the cases the
probability of valid states is not uniformly distributed. Due
to these two inherent characteristics of FSMs, protection architectures based on single robust codes cannot be directly
applied to build secure FSMs.
As a solution for the protection of FSMs against strong
attackers, the authors in [13] proposed to use fingerprints
generated by physically unclonable functions (PUFs) to verify the transition of the FSM when it is in operation. However, the architecture can only be applied to known-path
state machines where the state transitions do not depend on
the external inputs. In [14], a secure FSM architecture based
on nonlinear functions and randomized maskings was proposed. While interesting and efficient as a countermeasure
against strong attackers, the method requires a high hardware overhead.
In this paper, we propose to use multi-code techniques to
protect FSMs against fault injection attacks. The technique

is based on the idea of randomly selecting one code from a
set of codes for each encoding and decoding operation. The
proposed architectures can provide a guaranteed level of security under strong attack models and require less hardware
overhead than other existing secure FSM architectures described in the literature.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section
2, the attack model we use in this paper is described. In
Section 3, first, the general architecture of FSMs protected
by linear codes is presented. Its limitations for the protection of cryptosystems against strong attackers are shown.
Second, two secure FSM architectures based on multi-code
techniques are presented and their error detection properties
are analyzed. In Section 4, we compare the performance
and the estimated overhead for different alternatives.

2

Attack Model

We assume that the attacker knows the detailed implementation of the secure FSM architectures. To reveal the
secret information of the system, the attacker tries to force
the FSM into a faulty but valid state by injecting faults into
system registers or combinational networks resulting in additive errors in the system registers. Denote by x the content
of a system register and e the error vector introduced by the
attacker, the distorted content is x̃ = x ⊕ e, where ⊕ is the
bit-wise XOR operation.
We further assume that the attacker cannot first read the
contents from the registers and then decide how the faults
will be injected during the same clock cycle. However, the
attacker may be able to inject any specific error patterns,
which is possible using the advanced fault injection mechanisms [15]. Moreover, the attacker may know the next state
of the FSMs before he injects faults. This is probable for
some known-path FSMs where the state transitions are not
dependent upon the external inputs [13].
To conduct a more comprehensive comparison of different alternatives, we analyze their error detection capabilities
for three different attack models.
A1: The attacker injects random errors with uniform distribution.
A2: The attacker has high spatial fault injection resolution
and is able to inject any specific error patterns. But
he does not know the next state of the FSM before he
injects faults.
A3: The attacker has high spatial and temporal fault injection resolution. He knows the next state before he injects faults and is able to introduce any specific error
patterns.
We further notice that the attacker may have different goals
of conducting fault injection attacks.
G1: Force the FSM into an arbitrary faulty(but valid) state.

Figure 1: Secure FSM Architectures Based on Linear Error
Detection Codes

G2: Force the FSM into a certain faulty state as desired by
the attacker.
We denote by Q1 and Q2 the probability that the attack is
successful for the above two situations respectively. The
performance of the protection architectures will be evaluated by computing Q1 and Q2 under all the three attack
models.

3

Secure FSM Architectures

Throughout the rest of the paper, we denote by (n, k) a
binary systematic code with length n and dimension k. Let
S be the set of binary vectors representing the valid states
of the FSM and s an element in S. For situation G2, let
s0 be the certain state that the attacker wants to force the
FSM into. Let p(s) be the probability that the next state of
the FSM is s, assuming the external inputs are uniformly
distributed. (When treating FSMs as Markov chains, p(s)
is the stationary distribution of the chain.) We will only
present the protection architectures for the computation of
the next state functions. The computation of the output
functions can be protected using similar techniques.

3.1

Architectures Based on Linear Codes

Figure 1 shows the general secure FSM architecture
based on a (n, k) systematic code C, which consists of
two registers and three combinational networks. The NSL
block computes the next state vector based on the current
state and the external inputs. The predictor computes the
redundant bits v ∈ GF (2r ) of the code, where r = n − k.
The state register stores the next state vector s ∈ GF (2k ).
The check-bit register stores the redundant bits v. The nondistorted outputs of the two registers compose a codeword
of C. Denote by es and ev the additive errors occurring
to the state vectors and the redundant bits respectively. At
the beginning of each clock cycle, EDN will verify whether
(s⊕es , v ⊕ev ) is a codeword of C and s⊕es is a valid state
vector. If either of the two verifications is failed, errors are
detected and ERR will be asserted.
Although architectures based on linear codes can provide
a satisfactory protection against most of the naturally introduced errors, when facing an attacker with advanced fault
injection mechanisms, the security level of the system cannot be guaranteed. (Due to the lack of space, the proof for
Theory 3.1 is omitted.)

Figure 2: State Transition Diagram of the FSM for the Montgomery Ladder Algorithm [1]

Theorem 3.1 Let |S| be the number of valid states of the
FSM. Let Ses = {s1 ∈ S|∃s2 ∈ S, s1 ⊕ s2 = es }.For architectures based on any (n, k) linear error detection code,
Q1 and Q2 for different attack models described in Section
2 are as stated below.
0

1−p(s )
;
A1: Q1 = |S|−1
2 =
2n , Q
2n
P
A2: Q1 = maxes { s∈Se p(s)}, Q2 = maxs6=s0 {p(s)};
s
A3: Q1 = Q2 = 1.

We next present an example of utilizing linear codes for
the protection of the FSM for the Montgomery ladder algorithm, which is widely used in RSA and elliptic curve cryptosystems. The state transition diagram of the Montgomery
ladder algorithm is shown in Figure 2. The algorithm is for
the computation of y = xb modN , where x is the original
message and b is the m-bit secret key of the cryptosystems.
After loading x and b into system registers, the FSM takes
m clock cycles to finish the computation. A possible attack scenario was presented in [1]. The author showed that
by forcing the FSM into the DataRead state before all the
computation is completed, b can be easily revealed one bit
per time. (Fore more details about the Montgomery ladder
algorithm and the attack scenario, please refer to [1, 16]).
The state assignment for the FSM is shown in Table 1.
S = {001, 010, 011, 100, 101, 110, 111}. Ses can be derived from the definition in Theorem 3.1, e.g. S001 =
{010, 011, 100, 101, 110, 111}. Assuming a public key size
of 17-bit for RSA (m = 17), p(s) is shown in the last column of Table 1.
Example 3.1 The FSM for the Montgomery ladder algorithm can be protected using a (6, 3) linear Hamming code
whose parity check matrix is


100101
H =  010110  .
001011
Table 1: State Assignment of the FSM
Ladder Algorithm
Valid State State Vector
Idle
001
Init
010
Load1
011
Load2
100
Multiply
101
Square
110
DataRead
111

for the Montgomery
p(s)
1/39
1/39
1/39
1/39
17/39
17/39
1/39

To reveal the secret key b of the cryptosystem, the attacker tries to force the FSM into state 111 (DataRead)
before the computation is completed. Thereby s0 = 111.
Given the state assignment in Table 1, maxs6=s0 {p(s)} =
17/39 P
= 0.4359 (s can be either 101 or 110).
maxes { s∈Ses p(s)} = 38/39 = 0.9744. es can be any
vector in {001, 010, 011, 100, 111}. Q1 and Q2 under different attack models are shown in Table 2 (Section 4). Under attack models A2 and A3, Q1 is close to 1 and Q2 is
at least 0.4359. Obviously, FSM protection architectures
based on single linear codes cannot provide enough protection in these situations.
Remark 3.1 • We note that for the above FSM some mistransitions of the states may not reveal secret information
of the cryptosystem. However, to compare different alternatives for more general situations, we still use the definition
of Q1 and Q2 given in Section 2.
• Since m clock cycles are required to finish the computation after x and b are loaded, an extra counter is needed
to store the number of passed clock cycles (see Count in
Figure 2). This counter should be protected using similar
techniques presented in this paper.
From Theorem 3.1 it is clear that for FSM protection
architectures based on single linear codes, Q1 and Q2 do
not depend on the code type. When the attacker can only
inject random errors (A1), Q1 and Q2 are affected by n
and p(s). When the attacker is able to inject specific error patterns (A2), Q1 and Q2 are affected by p(s) and
Ses . In general, to achieve a higher security level of FSMs,
maxs1 6=s2 {p(s1 ) − p(s2 )} should be as small as possible. If
the attacker also knows the next sate of the FSM (A3), any
protection architectures based on single linear codes stand
no chance.
In the next section, we will show a possible solution for
the protection of FSMs against strong attackers, which is
based on multi-code techniques.

3.2

Architectures Based on Multi-Code
Techniques

The basic idea of multi-code techniques is to randomly
select one code from a set of codes for each encoding and
decoding operation. The general secure FSM architecture
based on multi-code techniques is shown in Figure 3. At
each clock cycle, a selection signal R ∈ GF (2rL ) is generated by a (pseudo) random number generator, which is
integrated in most of the cryptographic devices. Based on
the value of R, the predictor selects a code from L, L ≤ 2rL
different codes to encode the next state vector s. R is stored
in a separate register and is used to verify s at the beginning
of the next clock cycle.
Remark 3.2 We assume that countermeasures are implemented in the cryptographic devices to prevent the attacker

Figure 3: Secure FSM Architectures Based on Multi-code
Techniques

For each es , there are L pairs of eR and ev satisfying
HR⊕eR (s ⊕ es , v ⊕ ev ) = 0. Thereby, Q1 = L(|S|−1)
,
2n+rL
0

from tampering with the clock signals or the random number generators.
3.2.1

Design of Secure FSMs Using Multilinear Codes

Multilinear codes were proposed in [17, 18] as an alternative to robust codes for the protection of cryptographic devices. These codes have similar error detection capabilities
to robust codes and require less hardware overhead. In this
section, we will show that multilinear codes can also be applied to build secure FSMs resistant to fault injection attacks
assuming a strong attack model.
Given a set of linear codes, if the intersection of any
two of these codes contains only the all-zero vector, we say
that these codes are non-overlapping. The next theorem
shows that by randomly selecting one code from a set of
non-overlapping linear codes for each encoding and decoding operation, we can effectively reduce the chance for the
attacker to conduct a successful fault injection attack.
Theorem 3.2 Let C1 , C2 , · · · , CL be L different (n, k) linear codes satisfying Ci ∩ Cj = {0 ∈ GF (2n )}, i 6= j, 1 ≤
i, j ≤ L ≤ 2rL . Let R ∈ GF (2rL ) be the randomly
generated selection signal with uniform distribution and
eR ∈ GF (2rL ) be the additive error in the register storing
the value of R. Let Γ be the set of all valid selection signals,
|Γ| = L. Assume that for every nonzero eR , there is at most
one pair of R, R0 satisfying R, R0 ∈ Γ, R ⊕ R0 = eR . If we
randomly select Ci for each encoding and decoding operation, Q1 and Q2 for different attack models are as stated
below.
0

))
A1: Q1 = L(|S|−1)
, Q2 = L(1−p(s
;
2n+rL
2n+rL
P
1
A2: Q1 = L maxes { s∈Se p(s)},
s
Q2 = L1 maxs6=s0 {p(s)};
A3: Q1 = Q2 = L1 .

Proof Denote by Hi the parity check matrix of the ith linear code. Let (es , ev ) be the error injected to the codeword
and eR be the error injected to the register storing the selection signal R. G1 is achieved iff HR⊕eR (s⊕es , v ⊕ev ) = 0
and s ⊕ es is a valid state, es 6= 0. G2 is achieved iff
HR⊕eR (s ⊕ es , v ⊕ ev ) = 0 and s ⊕ es = s0 .
|S|−1
.
2k
1−p(s0 )
.
2k

A1: The probability that e ⊕ es is a valid state is
The probability that s ⊕ es = s0 , es 6= 0 is

))
.
Q2 = L(1−p(s
2n+rL
A2: The maximum probabilityP
that s ⊕ es is a valid state
for a given es is maxes { s∈Se p(s)}. The maxis
mum probability that s ⊕ es =P
s0 is maxs6=s0 {p(s)}.
If eR = 0, Q1 = L1 maxes { s∈Ses p(s)}, Q2 =
1
0
L maxs6=s {p(s)}. If eR 6= 0, under the assumption of Theorem 3.2, there exists only one R0 ∈ Γ
such that R ⊕ R0 = eR . Rewrite Hi into the standard form Hi = (I, Pi ), where I is the r × r identity matrix and Pi is the r × k encoding matrix of
Ci . Suppose e = (es , ev ) converts an encoded state
s in CR into another encoded state s0 in CR0 . Then
ev = (PR ⊕ PR0 )s ⊕ PR0 es . (The same e = (es , ev )
can also convert s0 in CR0 back into s in CR ). For
each e = (es , ev ), there is at most one s satisfying the
above equation. If the attacker inject nonzero eR , it is
easy to show that Q1 and Q2 will be no larger than the
case whenPeR = 0. Thereby, in this situation Q1 =
1
1
0
s∈Ses p(s), Q2 = L maxs6=s {p(s)},
L maxes
A3: In the last situation, following similar analysis we can
show that Q1 = Q2 = L1 . 

Remark 3.3 Γ is a 2-robust code [6], i.e. each nonzero
error is masked by at most two codewords of the code.
Compared to the architectures based on single linear
codes, architectures based on multilinear codes reduce Q1
and Q2 by a factor of L under attack models A2 and A3
thus largely increase the security level of the system.
Theorem 3.2 raises the question of how to construct multiple non-overlapping linear codes. Several constructions of
multilinear algebraic codes were presented in [17]. For the
simplest case of constructing two non-overlapping linear
codes, one possible solution derived from [17] is as stated
below.
Construction 3.1 Let H1 = (I, P1 ) be the parity check
matrix of a (2k, k) linear code C1 , where I is the k × k
identity matrix and P1 is a k × k encoding matrix. Let
H2 = (I, P1 ⊕ I) be the parity check matrix of the second
(2k, k) linear code C2 . Then C1 ∩ C2 = {0 ∈ GF (22k )}.
Remark 3.4 The dimension of the intersection of any two
(n, k) linear codes C1 and C2 is at least k − r, r = n − k.
Thereby, if C1 and C2 are non-overlapping, r ≥ k.
A more general case of Construction 3.1 is as follows.
Denote by Hi = (I, Pi ) the parity check matrix of a (2k, k)
linear code Ci , 1 ≤ i ≤ L. Let Pij = Pi ⊕ Pj . Ci , 1 ≤ i ≤
L are non-overlapping as long as the rank of Pij is k.
Example 3.2 In this example, we use four non-overlapping
(6, 3) linear codes Ci , 1 ≤ i ≤ 4 to protect the FSM for the

Montgomery ladder algorithm. Let




101
100
P1 =  110  , P2 = P1 ⊕  010 
011
001




010
001
P3 = P1 ⊕  001  , P4 = P1 ⊕  101 
110
111

A2: The maximum probability
P that s ⊕ es is a valid state
for a given es is maxes { s∈Ses p(s)}. The maximum
probability that s⊕es = s0 is maxs6=s0 {p(s)}. For any
fixed es 6= 0, ev and eR , there is only one R for each
s satisfyingP
the error masking equation. Hence Q1 =
1
1
0
max
{
es
s∈Ses p(s)}. Q2 = 2k maxs6=s {p(s)}.
2k
A3: Without the knowledge of R, Q1 and Q2 are at most
1
.
2k

be the encoding matrices of the codes. It is easy to verify
that Pij , 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 4 has rank 3 and the intersection of
any two of these codes contains only the all-zero vector. Let
rL = 3 and 001, 010, 100, 011 be the selection signal for
Ci , 1 ≤ i ≤ 4 respectively. (Γ = {001, 010, 100, 011}.)
For every eR 6= 0, there is at most one pair of R, R0 ∈ Γ
satisfying R⊕R0 = eR . Given the state assignment in Table
1, if we randomly select Ci for every encoding and decoding operation, Q1 and Q2 under different attack models are
shown in Table 2 (Section 4). Compared to Example 3.1, the
described method can reduce Q1 and Q2 by a factor of four
under attack models A2 and A3. Higher security level can
be achieved by randomly selecting from more linear codes
(increase k and r if necessary).

For a given number of redundant bits r = k, the architecture based on Theorem 3.3 has the maximum L thus can
minimize Q1 and Q2 under attack models A2 and A3. The
encoder of the proposed multirobust codes mainly contains
an inverse operation and a multiplication in GF (2k ). The
EDN of the multirobust codes requires only one multiplication in GF (2k ). Architectures based on Theorem 3.3 require less overhead than other existing secure FSM architectures utilizing nonlinear robust codes. (For instance, the
architecture proposed in [14] requires at least 4 cubings and
2 multiplications in GF (2k )).

3.2.2

Design of Secure FSMs Using Multirobust Codes

Similar multi-code techniques can also be applied to nonlinear robust codes. We next describe a secure FSM architecture based on multirobust codes, which has highly regular structures for the encoder and the decoder and results
in comparable hardware overhead to architectures based on
multilinear codes. The error detection capability of the proposed architecture will be analyzed and compared to other
alternatives.
Theorem 3.3 Let Ci = {(s, v)|s · v = i − 1}, 1 ≤ i ≤ 2k ,
where s, v ∈ GF (2k ) and · is the multiplication in GF (2k ).
Assume that 0 ∈ GF (2k ) is not a valid state (0 6∈ S). If
we randomly select Ci , 1 ≤ i ≤ 2k for each encoding and
decoding operation (L = 2k ), Q1 and Q2 under different
attack models are as stated below.
0

)
, Q2 = 1−p(s
;
A1: Q1 = |S|−1
22k
22k
P
A2: Q1 = 21k maxes { s∈Se p(s)},
s
Q2 = 21k maxs6=s0 {p(s)};
A3: Q1 = Q2 = 21k .

Proof An error e = (es , ev ) will be missed iff (s⊕es )·(v⊕
ev ) = R ⊕ eR . Since v = Rs , s 6= 0, the above equation can
be re-written as ev · s2 ⊕ (es · ev ⊕ eR ) · s ⊕ es · R = 0.
|S|−1
. The
2k
1−p(s )
. For each
2k

A1: The probability that es ⊕s is a valid state is

0

probability that es ⊕s = s0 , s 6= s0 is
e = (es , ev ), there is only one eR satisfying the above
0
)
equation. Thereby Q1 = |S|−1
. Q2 = 1−p(s
.
22k
22k

Example 3.3 The FSM of the Montgomery ladder algorithm can also be protected using eight (6.3) nonoverlapping nonlinear codes as described in Theorem 3.3.
We still use the state assignment in Table 1. (Note that the
all-zero vector is not a valid state.) If we randomly select
from Ci = {(s, v)|s · v = i − 1}, 1 ≤ i ≤ 8 for every encoding and decoding operation, Q1 and Q2 will be reduced
by a factor of 8 under attack models A2 and A3 compared
to architectures based on linear codes (Table 2). Similar
to protection methods based on multilinear codes, higher
security level can be achieved by randomly selecting from
more codes (increase k and r).

4

Comparison of Secure FSM Architectures

The error detection capabilities of different secure FSM
architectures (Example 3.1, 3.2, 3.3) for the Montgomery
ladder algorithm are shown in Table 2. All the data are
verified via simulation in MATLAB. When the attacker is
able to inject specific error patterns (attack models A2 and
A3), architectures based on multilinear codes and multirobust codes can reduce Q1 and Q2 by a factor of L and 2k
Table 2: Q1 and Q2 of Secure FSM
Montgomery Ladder Algorithm
Attack
Code
Models
A1
Linear(Exp. 3.1)
Multilinear(Exp. 3.2)
Multirobust(Exp. 3.3)
A2
Linear(Exp. 3.1)
Multilinear(Exp. 3.2)
Multirobust(Exp. 3.3)
A3
Linear(Exp. 3.1)
Multilinear(Exp. 3.2)
Multirobust(Exp. 3.3)

Architectures for the
Q1

Q2

0.0938
0.0469
0.0938
0.9744
0.2436
0.1218
1
0.2500
0.125

0.0152
0.0076
0.0938
0.4359
0.1090
0.0545
1
0.2500
0.125

Table 3: Structure, Hardware and Power Consumption Overhead of Encoders and EDN of Different Alternatives
code
Structure
Overhead
Linear Nonlinear Hardware
Power
√
Linear
−
44.37%
37.66%
√
Multilinear
−
129.0%
94.13%
√
Multirobust
−
119.5%
133.57%

respectively compared to architectures based on single linear codes (in our case L = 4, 2k = 8). Thereby, under the
assumption of a strong attack model, the proposed methods
can provide a guaranteed level of security which cannot be
achieved using architectures based on single linear codes.
To estimate the overhead, the three designs were modeled in VERILOG, synthesized using Cadence RTL Compiler and placed & routed using Cadence Encounter based
on Nangate 45nm open cell library [19]. The structure and
the overhead of the encoder and EDN of different alternatives are shown in Table 3. All the structures are linear
except for the encoder and EDN of architectures based on
multirobust codes. Generally speaking, the implementation
of nonlinear operations requires more hardware overhead
than the implementation of linear operations. However, due
to the regular structure of the codes, the secure FSM architecture based on multirobust codes has comparable hardware overhead to architectures based on multilinear codes
for small k. When k is larger, architectures based on multilinear codes can have less hardware overhead than those
based on multirobust codes and can be used as a tradeoff
between overhead and security level of the system.
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[5]
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[7]

[8]

[9]

[10]

Conclusions

In this paper, we presented secure FSM architectures
based on multi-code techniques which can provide a guaranteed level of protection under the assumption of strong attack models. We proved that if the attacker is able to inject
specific error patterns, randomly selecting among L codes
for each encoding and decoding operation as described in
the paper can reduce the chance for the attacker to conduct
a successful attack by a factor of L compared to architectures based on linear codes. The proposed techniques were
utilized to protect the FSM of the Montgomery ladder algorithm, which can reduce the chance for the attacker to
conduct a successful attack by a factor of up to 8 assuming k = r = 3. The hardware overheads of the proposed
architectures are 120% − 130% and are less than other secure FSM architectures based on nonlinear codes which are
resistant to strong attackers. The security level of systems
protected by multi-code techniques can be further improved
by increasing L.
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